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Abstract. We give an abstract matrix norm characterization for operator al-

gebras with contractive approximate identities by using the second dual ap-

proach. We show that if A is an L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra with a contractive

approximate identity, then the second dual A** of A is a unital L°°-Banach

pseudoalgebra containing A as a subalgebra. It follows from the Blecher-Ruan-

Sinclair characterization theorem for unital operator algebras that A** is com-

pletely isometrically unital isomorphic to a concrete unital operator algebra on

a Hubert space. Thus A is completely isometrically isomorphic to a concrete

nondegenerate operator algebra with a contractive approximate identity.

1. Introduction

It is well known that for any Hubert space H there is a natural matrix norm
on B(H), i.e., there is a natural norm || • ||„ on each Mn(B(H)) (n G N)

obtained by identifying M„(B(H)) with B(Hn), where Hn is the direct sum

of n copies of H. We call this family of norms {|| • II«} the operator matrix

norm on B(H). A norm closed subspace (resp., a norm closed subalgebra) of
B(H) together with the operator matrix norm is called a concrete operator space

(resp., a concrete operator algebra). A concrete operator algebra is called unital
if it contains the identity operator on the Hilbert space.

In [Ru, BRS], we have succeeded in characterizing concrete operator spaces
and concrete unital operator algebras as Z.°°-matricially normed spaces and uni-

tal L°°-Banach pseudoalgebras (or equivalently, unital L°°-Banach algebras),

respectively. There is no doubt that the Blecher-Ruan-Sinclair characterization

theorem for unital operator algebras will be very useful in the study of non-

selfadjoint operator algebras. However, many interesting algebras fail to have a

unit, and there is no good characterization result for general nonunital operator
algebras (cf. [BRS]).

We have found that a very important class of operator algebras, i.e., operator

algebras with contractive approximate identities, can be very well characterized
by their matrix norms.   This is a reasonably large class of operator algebras
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since it contains all unital operator algebras and all (not necessarily unital) C*-

algebras.
In a recent joint work [PR] with Poon, we have succeeded in charaterizing

these operator algebras as L°°-Banach algebras with contractive approximate

identities. In [PR], we used the double centralizer algebra approach. The key

idea is to show that, for any L°°-Banach algebra A with a contractive ap-

proximate identity, the double centralizer algebra M (A) of A is completely

isometrically unital isomorphic to a concrete unital operator algebra. Since the

algebra A is associative, A can be naturally identified with a two-sided ideal

of M (A) and thus can be identified with a concrete operator algebra. In this

approach, the associativity of the algebras is an essential condition.
In this paper, we provide a different proof of this characterization theorem

by using the second dual approach. In this case, it is not necessary to assume the
associativity of the algebras, i.e., we can characterize these operator algebras as
"L°°-Banach pseudoalgebras". Our main result, Theorem 2.2, shows that if A

is an L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra with a contractive approximate identity, then

the second dual A** of A is a unital L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra containing

A as a subalgebra. It follows from the Blecher-Ruan-Sinclair characterization

theorem for unital operator algebras that A** is completely isometrically unital

isomorphic to a concrete unital operator algebra. Thus the subalgebra A is

completely isometrically isomorphic to a concrete nondegenerate operator alge-

bra with a contractive approximate identity. We recall that a concrete operator

algebra A is called nondegenerate on a Hubert space H if [AH], the closure

of the linear span of AH, is equal to H.
We note that, owing to Theorem 2.2, the multiplications of these L°°-Banach

pseudoalgebras are automatically associative if they possess contractive approx-

imate identities. In this case, the terminologies of "L°°-Banach pseudoalgebras"

and "L°°-Banach algebras" are equivalent.

2. Preliminaries

An L°°-matricially normed space is a vector space V over the complex num-

bers C together with a norm || • ||„ on each matrix space Mn(V) such that the

following conditions are satisfied:

(Ml) ||*©y||«+m = max{||x||„, \\y\\m},

(M2) |M£||„<H||x|

for all x e Mn(V), y G Mm(V), and a, ß G Mn(C)  (cf.  [Ef, Ru]). In this
paper, we assume that all L^-matricially normed spaces are norm complete.

Let   V,   W, and Z be L^-matricially normed spaces.   A bilinear map

(BiKxlf-tZ is called completely contractive if

mn([aij], [bjk]) =

satisfies

Y,m(aU> bjk)
;'=i

l|w«([fly],[^fc])IU<l|[«v]IUIIWII»

for all [Uij] G M„(V),  [bjk] G Mn(W), and n G N.
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An L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra is a vector space A over the complex number

C suchthat

(1) A is an L^-matricially normed space,
(2) there is a completely contractive bilinear map m : A x A —► A.

The completely contractive bilinear map m is called the pseudomultiplication

of A . An L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra A is called unital if A contains a distin-

guished element e of norm one such that

(3) m(a, e) = a = m(e, a)

for all a G A. An L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra A is said to have a contractive
approximate identity if there is a net {aa : a G A} of contractive elements in

A such that

(3')     \\m(aa, a) - a\\ —> 0 and \\m(a, aa) - a\\ —> 0

for all a e A .
It is easy to see that every concrete unital operator algebra (resp., every con-

crete operator algebra with a contractive approximate identity) is a unital L°°-

Banach pseudoalgebra (resp., an L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra with a contractive
approximate identity). On the other hand, we have

Theorem 2.1 [BRS]. Every unital L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra is completely iso-

metrically unital isomorphic to a concrete unital operator algebra.

Theorem 2.2 (Main Theorem). Every L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra with a contrac-

tive approximate identity is completely isometrically isomorphic to a concrete
nondegenerate operator algebra with a contractive approximate identity.

3.  The proof of Theorem 2.2

Let A be an L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra with a contractive approximate

identity {aa}, and let m : A x A —> A be the completely contractive pseu-

domultiplication of A. In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 2.2 by

using the second dual approach. The key point is to show that the bilinear
map m can be extended to a (unique) normal completely contractive bilinear

map m : A** x A** —► A**, which satisfies the following condition: for any

x**, y** G A**, we have

limlimw(xQ, y») = m(x**, y**) = limlimw(xQ, y«),
aß H ß      a

where {xa} and {yß} are nets in A such that xa —> x** and yß —> y** in the

a (A**, ^4*)-topology, respectively. This implies that the extended bilinear map

m is equal to the left (resp., right) Arens's extension of m and thus the bilinear

map m is Arens's regular (cf. [Ar]). We carry out the proof in the following

steps:
(1) Since A is an L^-matricially normed space, it is completely isometrically

linear isomorphic to a concrete operator space (cf. [Ru]). Thus A can be

identified with a norm closed subspace of a C*-algebra B. Assume that the

C*-algebra B is acting universally on a Hubert space H, i.e., regarding (id, H)
as the universal representation of B. Then B**, the second dual of B, can be

identified with B°, the er-weak closure of B in B(H). It follows that A**,

the second dual of A , can be identified with A  , the cr-weak closure of A in
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B(H). In this case, the a(A**, ^*)-topology on A** coincides with the tr-weak

topology on A  .
(2) The completely contractive bilinear map m : A x A —> A ç B(H)

can be extended to a completely contractive bilinear map m' : B x B —>

B(H) (cf. [CS, PS]). Furthermore, there exist Hubert spaces Kx and K2,
^representations n,; : B —► B(K,), and contractive linear operators Vx G

B(KX ,H),T& B(K2,KX), and V2 G B(H, K2) such that

(3.1) m'(x,y) = Vxnx(x)Tn2(y)V2

for all x, y G B.
(3) It is well known that the ^representations n¡ in (3.1) can be uniquely

extended to <7-weakly continuous *-representations ñ¡ : B** —> B(K¡). Thus the

completely contractive bilinear map m' can be naturally extended to a normal

completely contractive bilinear map m : B** x B** —> B(H) given by

(3.2) m(x**, y**) = Vxñx(x**)Tñ2(y**)V2

for all x**, y** G B**. The terminology "normal" means that m is separately

CT-weakly continuous in each variable. Restricted to A**, we get a normal
completely contractive bilinear map m : A** x A** —► B(H).

(4) First we claim that m maps A** x A** into A**. To see this, let x**

and y** be two arbitrary elements in A**. Then there exist two nets {xa} and

{yß} in A with ||xa|| < ||jc**|| and \\yß\\ < \\y**\\ such that xa -> x** and
yß -* y** in the cr-weak topology, respectively. Fixing xQ and taking the limit

on yß , we get

m(xa,y**) = limM(xa,yß) = limm(xa,yß) e7 = A**.
ß ß

Then fixing y** and taking the limit on xQ , we get

m(x**, y**) = lim w(xa, y**) G A* = A**.
a

This proves the claim.

We note that this also shows that the extended bilinear map m is equal to

the left Arens's extension of m , i.e.,

(3.3) m(x**, y**) = limlimm(xa, ye).
aß

By exchanging the order of the limits in the above argument, one can show that

m is also equal to the right Arens's extension of m, i.e.,

(3.4) m(x**,y**) = limlimm(xQ, yB).
ß      a

Thus the bilinear map m is Arens's regular (cf. [Ar]).

Finally we note that since m is normal from A** x A** into A** and A is
(7-weakly dense in A**, m is a unique such extension of m .

(5) Since A is an L^-matricially normed space, there is a natural L°°-
matricial norm structure on A* by identifying M„(A*) with CB(A, M„), the

space of all completely bounded maps from A into M„ (cf. [BP, ER]). A*
with this matrix norm is called the operator dual of A. If we consider A** as
the operator second dual of A, then A** is an L°°-matricially normed space
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and the extended bilinear map m : A** x A** -> A** is completely contractive.

Thus (A**, m) is an L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra.

Since A has a contractive approximate identity {aa} , by passing to a subnet

if it is necessary, we can assume that the {aa} converges to an element e G A**

in the (T-weak topology. From (3.3) and (3.4), it is easy to see that e is an
element of norm one and

m(x**,e) = x** = m(e,x**)

for all x** G A**. Thus A** is a unital L°°-Banach pseudoalgebra. It follows

from Theorem 2.1 that A** is completely isometrically unital isomorphic to a
concrete unital operator algebra.

Since the canonical embedding map A —y A** is a complete isometry (cf.

[Bl]) and m = m when restricted to A , A can be identified with a subalgebra

of A**. This shows that A is completely isometrically isomorphic to a concrete
operator algebra with a contractive approximate identity.

(6) It follows from (5) that A is completely isometrically isomorphic to a
concrete operator algebra. Thus A** can be identified with a a-weakly closed
subalgebra of bounded linear operators on a Hubert space H. Since A** has

a unit e, one can assume, without loss of generality, that e = 1H, the identity
operator on H. Since A is a -weakly dense in A**, the contractive approx-

imate identity {aa} of A converges <7-weakly, and thus weakly, to 1h • It
follows that A is nondegenerate on H. This completes the proof.   D

To close this section, we make the following remark.

Let A be an operator algebra with a contractive approximate identity. If

A has a unit, we can identify the unit of A with the unit of A**. If A has

no unit, we let Ax =i©C be the unitalization of A with the multiplication
defined by

(a, a) • (b, ß) = (a • b + ab + ßa, aß)

for all (a, a), (b, ß) e Ax. Then we can identify Ax with a unital subalgebra

of A** and get an operator algebra matrix norm on Ax. It turns out that this
is the only operator algebra matrix norm on A1 (cf. [PR, §5]). Furthermore,
if A and B are two operator algebras with contractive approximate identities,

then every completely isometric isomorphism from A onto B can be uniquely
extended to a completely isometric unital isomorphism from Ax onto Bx.

Therefore, in many cases, one can reduce the nonunital problems to unital ones.
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